EASY RAKE - EASY RAKE SUPERSTAR - EASY RAKE AUTOSTEER
TECHNICAL FEATURES
# of Wheels

Teeth per Wheel

Wheel Diameter

Work Width

Qty.Tires

Weight lbs.

EZR-010

10

40

55”

21’ 5”

4

2,869

EZR-012

12

40

55”

24’ 4”

4

3,046

EZR-014

14

40

55”

27’ 4”

6

3,708

EZR-016

16

40

60”

31’ 4”

8

4,967

EZR-018

18

40

60”

34’ 3”

12

5,717

EZR-020

20

40

60”

37’ 5”

12

6,068
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MODEL

Pull type V rake
EASY RAKE
E A S Y R A K E S U P E R S TA R
EASY RAKE AUTOSTEER

UK

EASY RAKE

Hydraulically controlled double center kicker wheel

Double beam pull bar.

Pull type V rake - EASY RAKE
Enoagricola Rossi Enoagricola Rossi is proud to introduce the Easy Rake. It’s easy to assemble and easy to use.
The Easy Rake has been designed with a series of innovations that are unique to the market that improves operator
productivity. The two sides are independent from one another, allowing the machine to operate with a single side. Simple
swath adjustment is obtained by a system of easy to use bushings. Centrally mounted pivot points gives the rake the ability
to “float” over uneven terrain without stressing the frame.
Heavy tubing that make up the rake’s main frames are the heaviest in the industry; built to hold up for years of service.
An optional “auto-steer” system will hydraulically pivot the rear wheels during turns to allow the operator to turn sharply in
fields. Also, optional hydraulically controlled center double kicker wheel assembly and wind guards are available.

fienagione - hay - henificacción - fenaison

Single side configuration

EASY RAKE SUPERSTAR

Flex frames on 18-20 models allow greater flexibility over all
types of terrain.

Swath adjustment by a system of easy to use bushings.

Pull type V rake - EASY RAKE SUPERSTAR
The Easy Rake Superstar is the largest model of our V-Rake Pull-Type line.
Designed to meet the needs of today’s hay producers, these high-capacity rakes are available in 16,18, and 20 wheel
configurations, with the 20 wheels having a working width of up to 11.40 meters (37’5”).
Easy and innovative folding system allows the operator to work with one side only.
Individual floating rake wheels provide consistent ground pressure as they follow the terrain for clean, positive raking while
reducing tine wear and protecting crop stubble.
Large 60” wheels with 7.5mm tines are standard on 16, 18 & 20 wheel units. The heavier tines are rigid enough to allow the
units to work well in corn stalks and alfalfa.
The windrow width is changed by a simple bushing system allowing for quick in-field adjustments.
A walking tandem wheel configuration is standard on all models.
In the 18 and 20-wheel versions the side frames hinge to allow the rake to float and adapt to the terrain.
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Walking tandem standard on all easy rake superstar models.

EASY RAKE AUTOSTEER

Pull type V rake - AUTOSTEER
Enoagricola Rossi was the first company to develop, build, and apply the auto-steering system to finger wheel rakes.
The auto-steering system is a closed hydraulic system made up of hydraulic hoses and two cylinders, one situated on the
two-point hitch of the rake and the other on the rear crossbar.
This technical innovation enables the machine to steer itself independently, following the path of the tractor, and thus do
right-angle turns and maneuver easily in very tight spaces.
The system can be applied to both the Easy Rake and the Easy Rake Superstar models.
Rear drawbar with steering mechanism

2 point hitch with hydraulic cylinder

Easy rake 12 with extra ground wheel kit (optional)
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